FINAL THOUGHTS

FOND FAREWELLS

The staff of Copeland would like to take this opportunity to wish the following staff members all the best as they move to new opportunities and schools for the next academic school year. **Mr. Hughes** will be an ERF (Teaching Assistant) supporting special needs students at McHugh PS. Best wishes to **Ms. Fleming** who is taking a leave of absence for one full school year. You will be missed Ms. Fleming, but something tells us you will have lots to keep you busy, including time with family, and definitely lots of time to read, so enjoy! Good luck to **Mrs. Luceno**, as she returns to Chris Hadfield PS in Mississauga to teach primary students in the fall. We send happy thoughts to **Mrs. Bhambra** (DECE) and **Mrs. Chhabra** (ERF) who will remain off for now. We wish **Mme Batchelor** all the best as they continue to enjoy time off with their young families. Copeland would like to send congratulations out to **Ms. von Zittwitz** who is officially retiring. On behalf of the Peel District School Board and all the Copeland coyotes, we thank her for her incredible career dedicated to supporting students, staff and families. **Congratulations Ms. von Zittwitz**!

Each year, due to personal and maternity leaves, there are some long term contracts that are filled by occasional teachers and supply staff. We would like to thank the following staff for all their efforts working with Copeland students throughout this year. Thank you to: **Mr. Mece** for supporting our Grade 1 FI class, **Mrs. Ciurzynski** for teaching our Grade 3 FI class and **Mrs. McQuarrie** for her Musical talent earlier this year. Kudos to **Ms. Montgomery** (Teaching Assistant) for supporting our youngsters in Kindergarten and working in the junior grades this spring. Thank you **Mr. Siddiqui** for jumping in and working daily with our SP class. We greatly appreciated all the support **Ms. Okojie**, and **Ms. Kuruvilla** have provided our friends in Kindergarten this spring. EK2 has had a great year thanks to the hard work and dedication of **Mrs. Niyamuddin**. We hear her students have made the right prediction, she is expecting a baby girl! Congratulations! Kudos to **Mrs. Saini** for teaching all our primary music classes, supporting our concerts and helping with our Kindergarten classes. **Mrs. Shahid** has been helping many early learners in EK1 this year, so thank you. And bravo and thanks to **Ms. Martinescu** for her leadership and boundless energy as she and her team successfully welcomed the SP class to Copeland this year. Special shout out to all those that were here for a day, a week, a month or more, that helped make our year so special! **Best wishes to our departing staff—you will all be missed!**
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- Thank you to our Lunchroom Supervisors! On behalf of all our students and staff, we would like to thank our lunchroom supervisors and supply supervisors for their hard work, commitment and flexibility during the entire school year. Thank you to: Mrs. Kailayanathan, Mrs. Syed, Mrs. Makhija, Mrs. Mahmood, Mrs. Sayeed, Mrs. Tahir, Mrs. Grewal, Mrs. Lakhanpal, Mrs. Abbi, Mr. Iqbal, Mrs. Narula, Ms. Kaur, Mrs. Hanafi Mahmoud, Mrs. Pitt, Mrs. Ashiq, and Mrs. Multani.
- Congratulations to our departing Grade 5 students, we wish you all the best in your future middle schools! We know you will continue to be a caring Coyote for many years to come as your academic journey continues.
- Best wishes to our students who will be joining other schools next year—we wish you continued success.
- A special good-bye to the many Churchville “Chargers” who are headed back to their home school for the fall. Please remember: “Once a coyote, always a coyote”. We enjoyed having you with us, and we know you will do great next year!
- Any student who had medication at school this year is reminded it must be picked up for the summer holidays. Due to the extensive heat, and storage issues, any medication remaining at the school after Friday, June 28th will be disposed.
- Parents, just a reminder that our main office will open again the week of Monday, August 26th. All bussing information is available online at www.stopr.ca. Parents will need the students’ 9 digit OEN number (found on the top of the report card). As a reminder, please do not call the school for any bussing information, because of privacy reasons this information cannot be shared over the phone.
- All new Kindergarten students: Information about who will be their Educators and what classroom they are assigned to, is mailed to families over the summer.
- All classes Kindergarten to Grade 5 begin Tuesday, September 3rd.
- Some start up information will be sent electronically so ensure email addresses on file are current and up to date!
- Class lists will be posted on entry doors at 8:45am on the first day. Class Placements for September can also be found on your students’ June report cards.

We wish everyone a safe and happy summer!

Mrs. Rathbone & Mrs. Trafford
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